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General background
Challenges for new adhesives
enable attachment to a variety of surfaces, also in fluid
environments, for a broad range of applications
be environment-friendly
be reusable, allowing multiple attachments and detachments
be reversible (or switchable), so that detachment can occur
at will with negligible force
Biological adhesives often offer impressive performances and,
therewith, the potential to inspire novel, superior industrial
adhesives for an increasing variety of high-tech applications.

Reasons for the Action
Of all biological phenomena that have been investigated with a view to
biomimetics, adhesion has perhaps received the most interest. Yet,
because of the complexity of this phenomenon and the multi-disciplinarity
needed to tackle it, there has been little visible progress in the
development of bio-inspired adhesives. This COST Action will unite
widespread European expertise and activities in the fields of biological
and technological adhesives, streamlining and pooling knowledge, methods
and techniques, avoiding duplication of effort, decreasing costs, and
accelerating scientific and technological progress in Europe.

Objectives
The main objective of the Action is to gain new understanding relating to
the mode of action of biological adhesives so as to facilitate the
development of synthetic counterparts with improved function.

Participating countries
AT, BE, CH, DE, FI, FR, IE, IL, IT, PT, RO, SE, TR, UK

Biomimetic approach

Scientific programme
Identifying model organisms
Analyzing natural adhesion mechanisms
 Determining the main structural and molecular components
 Transfer of knowledge to design bio-inspired materials
 Synthesis of patterned adhesives or biological glue mimics
 Development of technical adhesives for specific applications

Functional Morphology and Biomechanics, University of Kiel, DE

Scientific programme
WG1: Chemical
characterization and
synthesis of adhesives

WG4: Fabrication of
bio-inspired adhesives
and their evaluation

WG2: Structural
characterization of
natural and synthetic
adhesives

WG3: Mechanical
testing and theory

How will the objectives be achieved?
Our first milestone is the effective organization of the COST Action
(critical mass, balance, visibility, diversity of activities).
Members of this Action will provide all the resources and infrastructure (the
personnel and the equipment) to build the critical mass needed to achieve its
objectives. The mechanisms of COST will be used in order to assure the full
exploitation of the potential available from the member research teams.
Website
Short term scientific missions (STSMs)
Meetings (MC and WG meetings)
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Short term scientific missions (STSMs)
COST Actions can provide grants for scientific missions (exchange
visits) aimed at strengthening the existing network by allowing
scientists to go to an institution or laboratory in another COST Country
to foster collaboration, to learn a new technique or to take
measurements using instruments and/or methods not available in their
own institution/laboratory. STSMs are particularly, but not exclusively,
intended for young scientists. Missions can last from 5 days up to 3
months and the grant finances fixed allowances for travel (300 €) and
daily accommodation (60 to 90 € per day) for a maximum of 2500 € in
total.
STSM Coordinator : Anika Mostaert
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Thank you very much to Sylvia and Janek
for organizing the workshop

Enjoy the talks !

